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Abstract

Organizations are in competition to increase profit, retain customers or gain new customers. Customer relation management helps to keep customers back so that both organization and customers can get long term benefits. Customer relation management has different factors like customer trust, organization culture, perceived value and perceived quality which are widely used in marketing and also there is a need for the correlation between the factors. This result in making banks become more popular and more customers are attracted towards the banks which increases the number of accounts of bank making banks more prominent in the market. If more customers are satisfied customer base increases and the overall performance of the banks increases. Through Customer Relationship Management it increases the number of accounts of banks thus increasing the overall finance of the banks and they thus invest more in the market. More investment increases the profit of the banks. As a result the overall performance of the banks increases which makes banks more prominent and attractive in the market. Customer relation management has a huge participation in the overall performance of the banks. Effective customer relation management can be the main root cause of success of any business like banks. Effective customer relation management eliminates all the doubts of customer making them more satisfied and more concentrated towards their organization.
1. Introduction

Customer relation management means that the business should provide better and refined quality and service at proper cost to the customers and the main aim is to satisfy the customer by fulfilling their requirements (Galbreath & Rogers 1999). The main focus of the customer relation management is customer. Banks should have proper knowledge and information about customer needs. Only then CRM can be effective. “The major characteristic of CRM is customer therefore; the main focus of organization should be their customers. Some customers’ give more profit to organization and some give less. Customers have changing needs and wants (Wong, 2003).”

Customer relation management is an integrated technology and business processes it helps to satisfy a customer during any interaction; customer relation management helps organization to sell more goods or services efficiently (Bose, 2002). Customer relation management helps to make relationship with customers so that they can come back again (Jobber, 2004).

Customer relation management was introduced in the banking sector by (Mihelis et al 2001). It is a very strong business strategy especially in the banking sector. Customer relation management helps organization to know their customers well in order to satisfy their needs (Patton, 2005). Banking sector is very important for any country in this world. That is why banks are using different techniques and formulas to improve their quality of service. Banks are trying to strengthen their relation with their customers (Durkin, M. 2004). Now a day’s most of work in the banks is done by using new technologies. The impact of new technologies is immense on the financial sector (Sharif, 2002).

Banks are of many types. There are private banks, commercial banks, Islamic banks and foreign banks. Each type of banks contributes certain percentage of finance to the country. Banks show attractive packages to increase their customers. Number of customer’s show business success and when they are satisfied, it becomes easier to retain these customers and increase customer satisfaction (Alam and Khokar). Most of the banks try to retain their current customers rather than to attract new customers. Attracting new customers is costly so more importance is given to the customer satisfaction and service quality to increase customer base. A business is successful when it is profitable for profit business organization should develop such strategies
which can fully satisfy the customers. So a maximum satisfaction a customer get only by giving low price and getting good profit (Jamal and Kamal, 2004).

Demand for banking services is increasing day by day with increase in population. Service quality and customer satisfaction play an important role in the success of any bank and to increase the customer base. No organization like bank can fully satisfy its customer’s no ideal relationship exists in this world especially in business and the only solution of it is to find a new way to have a close and better relation with customer and to improve the quality of their product services (Zineloin, 1996; Olsen, 1992).

Statement of the problem:

The financial sector especially the banking sector is changing rapidly in the modern world due to increase in demand and to increase customer satisfaction. There is a competition among the banks to increase their customer service, customer satisfaction and customer base. Finding a place in the market and retaining old customers are the main priorities of the banks. Banks are privatized to increase their competitions which ultimately lead to long range profit and survival of the bank. In this research the researcher tries to find the main factors which effect the customer base in the banking industry. In this way we can help the banking industry so that banks can provide their best to the customers and increase customer satisfaction and can increase the number of customers that is customer base. It will help in increasing the financial situation of the country because banks are the main source of finance. In this research all these factors directly and positively effect on customer satisfaction and that increases the customer base. This research will thus be very useful to increase customer satisfaction and customer base of Private Banking Sector to making them more reliable in the market.

Objectives of the study:

Gronroos (2004) Current relationship with customer gives security and trust. Xu and Walton (2005) showed that the main reasons for which managers of banks implement customer relationship management are:-

To increase customer satisfaction
To maintain existing customers

To gives strategic knowledge

To increase customer lifetime value Several new technologies are introduced and replaced to increase customer satisfaction which helps in gaining the main objective of customer relation management. The objective of customer relation management can be achieved by having a deep and proper insight in to the behavior and value of customers and by having a deep study of these customers .It helps in discovering new customer and increasing customer’s value.

- Retention: One-One relation can be formed by learning customer’s name, habits and expectations (Gummerson 1994).
- Improved customer satisfaction: Proper use of IT can help customer relation management to give instant service response (Zeng, Weng & yen 2003).
- To better meet customer needs: Meeting unexpected demands and moving on information as it arrives (Zeng, Weng & yen 2003).
- Efficiency: Main aim of customer relation management is to get great amount of collected data. Sales representative easily get to know of the past sales and complaints. (Xu & Walton 2005).
- Understanding customers: Customer relation management helps to predict trends and demands and also helps to understand every customer which helps to provide better offer (Nguyen, sharif, Newby 2007).

The main objective of this research is to find out the factors which effect customer relation management on how we can increase customer base after achieving the customer satisfaction level and that can be achieved by maintaining customer trust, culture, perceived value and perceived quality. Thus we can involve new technologies and new strategies to achieve our objective.

**Significance of the study:**

The banking sector is very important as it’s provides finance to the country for investment. Thus the main focus of the banks is to increase the customer base which is the number of
customers. This will ultimately increases the overall profit of the bank thus making the bank more prominent and outstanding in the market. This increases the life of the bank. Customer satisfaction and customer base which increase the number of customers is very important for banks and it is the main focus of customer relationship management in this research.

**Research questions:**

1) Which elements influence the customer satisfaction with reference to focus on CRM in Private banking Sector?
2) What are the correlations between the elements that influence customer satisfaction in the Private banking sector?
3) How to establish Customer satisfaction model for Private banking Sector?

2. Literature review

When the customers are satisfied, they will attract more towards the bank. This helps to increase the customer base and thus helps to increase the number of bank account hence increasing the overall finance of the banks. Overall profit of the banks increases and more customers are attracted.

**Customer trust:** It is the fact that a better relationship between organization and its customers can only be developed through trust. Trust helps organization to maintain trustworthy relationship with customers (Berry 1995, Dawyer schurr and oh 1987). More customer trust results in more customer satisfaction (Moorman, Desphade and Zaltmar 1993) one can have trust only on confident and trustworthy partner.

Main pillar of trust is partner’s trustworthiness a dedicated and passionate partner helps the business to get success in days and nights. (Wetzel’s et al; 1998). Communication between customer and banks results in better customer trust which effect positively and directly on customer satisfaction and hence increases customer base. Only dedicated effort can develop trust between organization and its customers when it is developed then it is developed once for all (Berry 2007). Trust provides customer satisfaction (chow & halden 197,awan bowers and Richardson 1999).
Organizational culture: Culture can be defined in 164 ways (Alfered Kroeber & clyde kluckhohn 1952) culture develop from a society and society is made up of a group of people. So culture reflects habits, attitudes and behavior of a society. It is a fact that culture affects customer’s attitude and customer’s behavior (Hofstede,1980).

Organizational culture is a learned result of group experiences (schein 12). Organizational culture has the ability to get maximum return through management of its input and output environment. Management is the internal perceptive of organizational effectiveness (Bennis 1996).

Organization like banks is run by people and the people show some attitude towards organization and this attitude defines organizational culture which is very significant for organization (Ravasi and Sechultz 2006). Organizational culture as the entire concept, Meaning and patterns which show human characteristics. (Kroeber and passions 1958)

Banking culture is a theme that helps in understanding bank performance.

Perceived value: Perceived value has a vital role (Gross, 1997). As one human being is different from the other so their way of thinking is also different even for the same bank which means perception also differ from one person to another so customer perceived value also vary. This results in variation in customer perceived value. If banks provide better customer services than more will be the number of customers and hence there will be more accounts so customer perceived value increases and also customer satisfaction increases. As compared to perceived quality, perceived value is better option to judge the product or service of the organization. Perceived value can give a proper idea about business success (Bolton and draw 1991).

Customer value is the most influencing factor (Watchword 1990). Customer value is the core of marketing (Andreas Eggert and Wolfgang ulage 1990).

\[ PV = \frac{\text{Benefits}}{\text{Costs}} \]

Perceived quality: Consider that one thing which is not as much affected by price is quality. Quality is not related to price it has nothing to do with the past. (Anderson and Sullivan, 1993).
Perceived quality is the consumers impression of the relative inferiority or superiority of the organization (Zethanal et al 1990, Taylor and bekers, 1994). An attitude of a judgment shown by the customer on the overall service of the organization is perceived quality. A judgment made by customers after what they get from a service and what they think it should have been. Every customer of any organization makes an idea about the service or product offered in mind and they examine it also (Kangis and vonkelatos, 1997).

Service quality defines business success customers judge the quality of service or product before buying it difference between expected and perceived quality defines service quality (Chumpitaz et al, 2004).

\[ PQ = \text{Perception - Expectations} \]

**Customer satisfaction:** Customer satisfaction is a response which a customer’s give to the organization after using its product or services (Jamal and Kamal, 2002). In banks better customer services helps in making customer satisfied. “The level of satisfaction is always high when customer gives minimum price and gets maximum of usage and profit (Jamal and Kamal, 2004).

Customer satisfaction is a post purchase evaluation of a service offering (Bolton and draw 1991). Customer satisfaction is an emotional feeling or response to the experience attached to the product or service purchased (Westbrook and rally 1983).

Customers of banks expect a lot. So banks should be very careful about their customer service. Customer examines the product and services and makes a judgment about it after using. (Lin, 2003).

**Customer base:** Customer base represents the large number of customers of an organization. Clients buy products and services of an organization. It is a group of customers among which huge part of group is of repeat customers (christen clayton. Michael rayner 2003).
Theoretical framework:

Research hypothesis:

H1: Customer trust has a direct influence on customer satisfaction.

H2: Organizational culture has a direct influence on customer satisfaction.

H3: Perceived value has a direct influence on customer satisfaction.

H4: Perceived quality has a direct influence on customer satisfaction.

H5: Customer satisfaction has a direct influence on customer base.
3. Research methodology

The research methodology that is used to prove the above mention hypothesis is to show that factors like customer trust, Organizational culture, perceived value and perceived quality increases customer satisfaction which increases customer base of the banks and hence increase their profit.

Target population
All customers of the Private Banking Sector is the target population.

Sampling size
Sample size would be 500 customers from different Private Banks.

Sources of data
The researcher would use primary and secondary data sources for this research.

Research study design:

Non experimental research method is used in this methodology which bank normally used to establish and apply customer relation management principles. This research helps banks to focus on a point that if they use principle of customer relation management of marketing they can increase customer satisfaction and hence customer base. Through questioner and personal interview primary data is collected and other instruments are also used to increase customer base of the banks.
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